Assistive Hearing System for NOVA’s Hearing-Impaired
Names: Archer Heinzen & Tim White
1. Amount: $1,600.00. This includes the system hardware quote from a local vendor (see attached), plus a
small amount for extra cables and batteries.
2. Why needed: In NOVA’s Kenmore liturgy space hearing-impaired individuals frequently experience
difficulty in hearing the homilies, dialogue responses and prayers of the faithful. In recent months this
has been partly alleviated by passing the microphone to each speaker during the dialogue, but use of the
mic has been sporadic during prayers of the faithful. Moreover, depending on how the speaker holds the
microphone, it can still be hard to understand speakers during the dialogue, and without a mic it is still
impossible for many to hear the prayers. The prayers are the way we know what is going on with each
other and if you don’t understand the joys and sorrows of other community members, you miss a lot.
Our assumption is that proper mic use during liturgy would benefit all present, and that assistive
listening technology would be a significant benefit to those most hearing impaired.
Description: An assistive listening system (see attached description) helps hearing-impaired
individuals to better hear what is said during a talk, meeting or liturgy (many churches and theatres use a
similar system). It does this by wirelessly broadcasting audio from a fixed base transmitter to users.
Each user would have a small receiver into which an ear speaker (earbuds or earphones) is connected
(similar to using an iPod).
The assistive hearing system would operate by tapping into NOVA’s existing PA system, and is portable
if NOVA is celebrating outside Kenmore and the existing sound system is transported to the other site
(e.g. Holy Week liturgies). It will not work at Lacy Woods Park since there is no AC power there.
This system is useful whether or not users have a hearing aid. If users have a hearing aid with telecoil
feature there is a neck loop with the receiver which can communicate directly with the user’s hearing aid
without the need for a separate ear speaker. The system is an efficient way to address the problem in
that the total cost is far less than the cost of one individual hearing aid.
The initial system will accommodate 4 users and include one transmitter and 4 receivers each with an
ear speaker. It can be expanded to more users as needed (extra receivers cost about $150 each).
NOTE: In order for the assistive listening system to be effective it is important that the mic during
liturgies always be passed to those who speak prayers and reflections.
3. System Management: The system equipment would be stored with NOVA’s existing sound system.
Music group members would assume responsibility for setup and operation of the system. Additional
information on the system is available at the manufacturer’s web site: Listen Technologies Corporation
www.listentech.com. Purchase of the system would be through a third party: CTSI of Chantilly, VA.

